Welcome to Metro’s Environmental Construction Awareness Program module on
cultural resources.
While we build the next Los Angeles, Metro believes in taking exceptional care of
historical and cultural artifacts. We’re asking you to think innovatively with us about
how to build new infrastructure while protecting and honoring our past.

Cultural resources are natural and created objects, typically more than 50 years old,
that provide a window into our past. These may be historic structures, landscape
features, or objects used by people who used to live here; features that show how
they lived their lives; or the physical remains of life including animal and plant
remains.
Our projects at Metro are responsible for the appropriate treatment of these items.

Cultural resources provide many useful benefits to our community today, expanding
our knowledge and understanding about history, often adding to our scientific
knowledge about the past.
For example, archeological sites can provide unique insights into how people lived,
and the conditions they encountered such as drought, flood, and erosion.
Paleontological finds help us understand the transition from oceans that once existed
to land areas and the organisms that lived in each.
Geological evidence helps us recognize patterns from past earthquakes, landslides,
and erosion, providing insight into long-term trends that we can use to keep our
community safe.

Any earth movement, including pot-holing, trenching, or larger work, can impact
fragile historic buildings nearby or uncover cultural resources in disturbed soil.
Metro’s earth-disturbing projects, including construction, must be aware of our
potential impact to these artifacts.
Significant planning, guided by laws and ordinances, must go into understanding the
landscape and its history of the project site, anticipating what could be found and
what to do in such an event. Setting up these processes is vital to project success as
non-compliance can have costly consequences to budget and schedule.

Before work begins, a study of the site indicates any nearby historic features to
protect and whether cultural finds are anticipated. Results may be referenced in -- or
co-developed with -- project documents and specifications such as the EIR/EIS and
MRDC.
A Memorandum of Agreement is often developed between the State Historic
Preservation Officer, Federal agencies such as the Federal Transit Administration, and
Metro to outline what will happen to historic properties during the course of a
project. When a MOA is not developed, it is recommended that the contractor
develop a project-specific plan with Metro.
Cultural Resources and Paleontological Monitoring and Mitigation Plans are
developed to ensure specific processes are in place to protect known and potentially
unknown resources.
Some projects are exempt from an EIR or EIS. In such cases, contractors will want to
examine existing cultural reports or develop their own before any ground-breaking
commences.
All these documents become foundational knowledge for project development. They
are made available online with the proposal request and should be reviewed
carefully both in proposal development and during project implementation.

All those working on site are trained in recognizing fossils and artifacts and what to
do should any be discovered. Projects require experts to be on-hand to monitor
work. In some cases, the cultural resource is a living, historic tree. In accordance with
the National Historic Preservation Act, Metro will have a Historic Landscape Architect
join the monitoring team to ensure appropriate protections for the tree are in place.
Trained archaeological, paleontological, landscape and/or Native American monitors
may be present or on-call at work locations, ready to evaluate and remove any
artifacts or fossils discovered.
Monitors work as quickly as possible to get the site back to work. Providing
equipment when asked is one way to support this important work.

Cultural finds are preserved, researched for their significance, stored, and donated
following agreements made with local museums and tribal organizations, such as this
recently discovered mammoth skull with tusks arriving at the La Brea Tar Pits and
Museum for preservation.

Compliance with project mitigation measures related to cultural artifacts is a shared
responsibility between Metro and our contractors.
Failure to comply can result in work stoppage, financial penalties and legal action.
Therefore, Metro has numerous specifications and plans in place to ensure that
construction projects and those contractors working on them follow strict guidelines.
In many cases, Metro will provide training tools to help contractors meet these
requirements.
Review of Metro’s environmental documents and working with Metro’s
environmental team should be a priority when preparing and implementing Metro
projects.

It is everyone’s responsibility to know what to do should a cultural artifact be
uncovered. This begins with training everyone who goes onto the work site. Such
trainings are based on the project’s EIR or EIS, monitoring plans, and any project
specifications.
If the contractor is responsible for acquiring monitors, be sure they have the proper
safety training, as they may be asked to work in the vicinity of hazardous materials.
Should a potential artifact be uncovered, have a clear process for protecting the site,
and know the proper person to inform. Projects that have a plan for relocation of
work while monitors are reviewing an object stay on schedule. Frequent coordination
with monitors and adherence to agreed-upon plans ensure work delays are
minimized.

Contractors should have a clear plan for gathering, organizing, and reporting on
activity related to cultural resources.
Before construction begins, contractors may be involved in developing a condition
assessment report on buildings to be protected, monitoring or technical reports
before excavation can begin, or decide to develop a cultural report to determine
anticipated finds.
During construction, monitors maintain weekly monitoring logs and prepare monthly
and summative reports in accordance with mitigation measures in the EIR/EIS and
requirements from other project-related documents. Data from these reports may
be included in Metro reports to the Board where contractors can be recognized for
their innovative practices.
Should a find be made, contractors coordinate efforts with Metro to ensure timely
notification to FTA and the State Historic Preservation Office, or SHPO, on federallyfunded projects, who must be consulted.
After active construction, a cultural resources monitoring report is prepared to
demonstrate compliance with all mitigation measures.
Note: animate each dot as a document is mentioned in the script.
SHPO is pronounced “ship-o”

Sometimes we know what we will encounter and it is in the contractor’s scope to
protect a historic building or preserve parts of it prior to demolition. The National
Historic Preservation Act provides guidelines to be followed.
Some Metro projects, such as Union Station run-through tracks, operate within or in
close proximity to historic buildings or other structures. These buildings could be
important because of their age, the types of treatments or materials used in the
building, its architectural style, the architect who designed it, or even because of
activity that occurred in or around a building.
In these cases, project-specific strategies are required to minimize accidental damage
to fragile structures caused by vibration or proximity.
Indicating boundaries, triggers for monitoring, and other limitations on project
construction plans and setting up physical reminders, such as temporary fencing or Krails, can help everyone on the project stay alert. Metro welcomes creative strategies
to help protect our city’s historic landmarks.

Sometimes historic structures must be demolished as part of a project. Contractors
work with Metro to ensure that hazardous materials surveys and necessary permits
are put in place well in advance of scheduled work. In addition, a work plan for
demolition should be prepared months prior to expected work so all preparations
can be put in place.
In the case of the Regional Connector, the Atomic Café / Señor Fish / Coast Imports
Building needed to be demolished. After a historic analysis of the property and
recording of removable artifacts, over 1,000 bricks were salvaged for use in the new
station. An interpretive graphic display commemorating the Café will be installed at
the 1st Street / Central Station site to include information about the building and
“Atomic Nancy”, Nancy Sekizawa. Metro is coordinating implementation with the
local community and the Contractor.
This is one example of contractors bringing an innovative approach to remembering
our past.

Sometimes we can anticipate a find, but there is still an aspect of the unknown.
When planning the Regional Connector, a study of cultural resources recognized that
a number of previous finds were located in the general project area, including Los
Angeles’ original irrigation system, known as the Zanja Madre [pronounced “Zahnjuh” with a soft “j”]. This prompted in-depth work to plan the project with
preservation and mitigation of negative impacts in mind.
During construction projects, training on cultural artifacts is provided to everyone
working the site as part of the onboarding procedure. Specific topics are also
included in daily safety talks and refreshers.
Metro realizes that operators are often the first to observe a find due to their
vantage point above the work area. This is why the project made sure workers learn
some history of the area, the different phases of the irrigation system’s development
and construction, and what would likely be encountered during the project since a
section had been discovered during previous work in the area. Keeping everyone
frequently informed about their role in the discovery plan ensures that any find is
properly treated.

On this project, the contractor, Metro, and archeological monitors worked together
on a daily basis, developing short and long-term work schedules and planning for
activity in sensitive areas. Contractors recognize that monitors see the project
through a different lens and this adds value to the project.
Some of the most successful strategies implemented on this project included having
a clear process in place that reflects laws and ordinances, inviting monitors to safety
meetings and providing copies of daily inspection reports, working together to
develop alternate work plans should a find be discovered and need attention, staging
necessary equipment and materials nearby to minimize delays in preservation, and
training all personnel in observation and procedures to ensure implementation
reflects stated plans and procedures.

Sometimes, projects encounter artifacts that are less expected. Like any unexpected
find in construction, preparation is key to minimizing negative impacts to schedule
and budget. Mishandling of resources can result in loss of Federal funding for the
project or fines to individuals involved.
A bison bone was found along the Crenshaw project near the Los Angeles World
Airports.
Successful strategies implemented include taking this part of the project just as
seriously as any other project task, knowing the landscape and having a clear chain of
command. All workers knew what to do and what not to do so paleontologists could
do their best work, reinforce worker behaviors, move quickly, and preserve the find
for future generations to enjoy.

Cultural finds, whether they be expected or not, can be an exciting part of work on a
Metro project.
Monitors are partners in helping contractors follow the guidelines and regulations
agreed upon so the project can move forward on time and on budget.
Metro will provide sample simplified protocols to help you stay in compliance, but it
takes all of us working together to make it happen.

Thank you for watching this MECA module. Resources mentioned in this module are
available for download from this site.
We also encourage you to share your feedback using the form on this site or send
your thoughts to sustainability@metro.net.

